Travel

The best way to travel to and from Zadar is by plane and/or by bus; unfortunately, there are no trains leading to Zadar, but there are many buses from Zagreb to Zadar, and the drive takes approximately 3 and a half hours.

There are some direct **flights** to Zadar either by major airline companies or the low-budget ones; however, most of them usually fly on certain days only (e.g. Mondays and Fridays); alternative is to fly to Zagreb (which has more direct lines) and then proceed by bus. **Bus** lines from Zagreb to Zadar are quite frequent and you can find timetables at

- [https://voznired.akz.hr/?lang=en](https://voznired.akz.hr/?lang=en) (for departures from Zagreb to Zadar)

You can also check the following companies:

[https://getbybus.com/hr/autobus-zagreb](https://getbybus.com/hr/autobus-zagreb)
[https://www.flixbus.com](https://www.flixbus.com)